
Meditation - Heartfulness

Bhanu Bahl, PhD



Class Duration: 45 min

Topics:

- Getting ready 

- Elevating Consciousness

- Relaxation & Meditation exercise

- Thoughtful Observation & Wrap up

Welcome to Meditation Course – Class 8



What is Consciousness?

• Consciousness - The state of being awake and 
aware of one's surroundings

• The conscious mind comprises only 8% of 
brain. 
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• The subconscious mind 
estimated 92% of the 
total brain

• Consciousness allows us 
to be attentive & 
responsive



Meditation & Consciousness

• Harvard Researchers  Drs. S. Lazar, R. Davidson 
and H. Benson have found meditation has a 
profound effect on the physiology of the brain 
and consciousness

• Increased blood flow to the brain: & 
thickening of cerebral cortex brain areas 
associated with attention, sensory processing, 
and interoception (the awareness someone 
has about the physiological state of their 
body).
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Elevating Consciousness

• "Attention helps you stay focused, and 
metacognition helps you to see all the 
minimally conscious content," Lazar says. 

• You start to notice little thoughts and feeling 
happening in the back. 

• They're happening all the time, and we miss 
them 80% or 90% of the time. 

• You notice there's a lot more going on that 
you never saw before."
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Meditation and Consciousness
• Understanding yourself (and other people too). Meditation 

increases your awareness of quieter emotions that otherwise 
go unnoticed. Lazar says. "If you understand them in yourself, 
you'll understand them better in other people."

• Emotional strength. When you are conscious of your 
emotional landscape, then you're less likely to be swayed by 
each individual feeling. Lazar says. "It gives you more 
information, and information is power."

• Getting less freaked out by stress. "You're less likely to make a 
rash decision," Lazar says. "You're less stressed, you're less 
caught up in the hullabaloo around you. I still get stressed, but 
it takes more to make me stressed out.“

Reference: http://www.businessinsider.com/harvard-
neuroscientist-sara-lazar-meditation-interview-2015-8
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http://www.businessinsider.com/harvard-neuroscientist-sara-lazar-meditation-interview-2015-8


How does “raising consciousness” help? 

“highly conscious people own their minds”

• Their thinking is clear and focused

• They retain control over their emotions

• They don’t easily succumb to distractions

• They demonstrate depth and clarity in 
talking

• They exhibit both courage and compassion

• They are freer within themselves
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Elevate Consciousness – How?

• Meditate

• Have an astronaut’s perspective
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Taking a step 
back allows 
clarity of thought



“Let’s practice”: Heartfulness Meditation

Relaxation & Meditation: 
http://en-us.heartfulness.org/experience-

heartfulness/?target=try-heartfulness-on-your-own#

http://en-us.heartfulness.org/experience-heartfulness/?target=try-heartfulness-on-your-own


Thank you for participating. See you next week!


